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10 REASONS 
You Should Be Using The INTEGRA System®

INTEGRA®  capsules are inverted, which allows you to 
completely empty the contents of the capsule, using
100% of the products.

INTEGRA® products come factory sealed.  They
do not open until they are correctly placed in the
INTEGRA® Activator.  Capsules also re-seal when
removed from the Activator.  These features promote 
employee safety.

INTEGRA® products come in one-gallon containers.  This
eliminates heavy lifting and reduces possible workmen’s
comp claims.

INTEGRA® capsules are compact and easy to store,
taking only half the space of conventional packaging.

The INTEGRA System® is modular.  Capsules can be 
placed where it’s easy for employees to see and change 
them – no buckets behind the machine or hidden under
the table empty!

With the exclusive Safety Shield, INTEGRA® systems
have a built in spill containment ability.

Users don't have to touch chemicals when changing 
containers.  Capsules are completely disposable and 
recyclable.

The ContinuousFeed Reservoir holds 8 ozs.  When the
capsule is empty, you still have 8 ozs. of product to keep
you running while changing capsules.

INTEGRA® systems serve both kitchen and laundry
areas, so employees will not be confused with different 
“systems” when working in other areas of your facility.

INTEGRA® systems mount on the wall eliminating
chemical messes on your floors and around equipment. 
This also avoids possible health department issues
with products on the floor.
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The INTEGRA System® was developed over many 
years and is the most innovative product delivery 
system on the market today.  In a very real sense, it 
is The INTEGRA System® that makes INTEGRA® 
what it is.  

INTEGRA® capsules are inverted, allowing you to 
completely empty the contents of the capsule, using 
100% of the products.

  

THE INTEGRA SYSTEM® 



Activator

The INTEGRA System® starts with the INTEGRA® capsule.  
The capsule is unique, because all INTEGRA® products are 
packaged in one-gallon containers to save you storage space 
and eliminate heavy lifting by your employees.

The capsule comes to you factory sealed by INTEGRA®’s 
proprietary SurSeal Insert.  The Insert is designed to open 
the capsule only when it is properly put in place in the 
INTEGRA® Activator.  If removed from this position, the 
Capsule re-seals itself. 

The Safety Shield is designed to contain spills.  This 
is a built-in safety feature.  The shield will contain the 
entire contents of one INTEGRA® capsule and allow 
you to continue to use the spilled contents.

Next comes the Activator’s Key.  The Key is found at 
the bottom of the shield in the center of the Activator.   
It is a pointed “finger” that serves the purpose of open-
ing the capsule when it is inverted and inserted into 
the INTEGRA® Activator.  

Key

The INTEGRA® Activator is designed to 
attach to the INTEGRA® Load N’ Lock 
wall bracket for mounting. 

Finally, at the bottom of the activator is the 
ContinuousFeed Reservoir.  This reservoir 
holds eight ounces of INTEGRA® product. 
This allows you to enjoy three important 
benefits:

1.  When using INTEGRA®’s ContinuousFeed 
Reservoir, it’s easy to see when capsules are 
empty and they empty completely.  No more 
throwing partially emptied capsules in the trash.  
You use 100% of the product you pay for – no 
waste! 

2.  The ContinuousFeed Reservoir holds 8 ozs.  
When the capsule is empty, you still have 8 ozs. of 
product to keep you running while changing 
capsules.

3.  The ContinuousFeed Reservoir allows 
your employees to actually see when 
capsules are empty.  It also allows you to see 
at a glance, when capsules need changing 
(this is INTEGRA®’s “silent supervisor” 
feature) reducing “out of product” operations 
and the resulting poor results.

By doing this, INTEGRA® products can be 
positioned close to their use point, and mounted up 
off the floor. Wall mounting eliminates damage to 
your floors, makes areas around your equipment 
easy to keep clean, and helps prevent health 
department complaints.

The Activator has several features that provide you 
with extra benefits.  Let’s start off first with the  
Activator’s Safety Shield.
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